
TRUEARTH PIZZA VERSUS PASTA CASE STUDY

It is a fresh whole grain pasta meal kit with a full range of choices in terms of of TruEarth's pizza concept, along with
convenience (when compared to other.

The new product market could be either an over saturated one, or an untouched one. Investing all of our
resources into the pizza product could be both disastrous and expensive considering we have no experience in
this market category. The market for healthy foods has continued to grow over the past decade and is projected
to keep on doing so in the future. What made Cucina Fresca a market success? The products Buitoni are made
with only the Page 4 finest ingredients, then refrigerated and dated for freshness. Possible market, however we
would need to convince them that frozen pizza is good c. This implies a challenge in pricing its new products.
Proposal B Launch product in more affluent suburban areas to maximize reach to target consumer. Factor 2:
Ready meals market is mature and organic food is experiencing slower but steady growth. As I said in the
previous question, pizzas in general have a big market which is, of course, a positive feature. Also, having kids
usually makes the parents more concern about food choices; These families love pizza and consider pizza as
an indulgence. It had also tested its own pizza concept and was likely not far from an introduction. In a mall
intercept survey consumers rated the pizza concept 7. Factor 2: Large capital investments in manufacturing
and automation create higher exit barriers in this industry, which tend to intensify competition. In terms of
technology, pizza would have an advantage since the large investment in machinery and distribution was
already made. Besides this, it is highly appreciated that they are sold all items are sold in one place and the
brand name also plays an important role. If users do not like the product or are swayed by a lower cost option
they are unlikely to return. This last point leads me to another key aspect that contributed to the success of this
product: the intense market research conducted by both TruEarth teams and Nielsen BASES. However, in
what concerns social factors, the same cannot be said. One way of doing that is by performing a SWOT
analysis. Major pizza chains are using social networking sites like Facebook as platforms to build a loyal
customer base and to facilitate ordering directly from the sites. The findings and forecast were reliable and
trustworthy so that guesswork was minimized. The company only uses high-quality durum wheat and mostly
organic ingredients. As competitors started offering similar pastas TruEarth felt the need to innovate so that
they can benefit from a competitive edge. The economical factor referred above definitely applies to the pizza
case too since a refrigerated pizza would also be a response to the lower time availability and higher
willingness associated with higher disposable incomes. Factor 1: The top three companies control  Poor
forecasting in the past has lead TruEarth to misstep with previous product launches; judging the correct
volume will be critical. Buitoni makes sure every meal is sure to deliver homemade taste your family will
love. Not our target 2. Rigazzi, a Michigan based company introduced their own line of whole grain fresh
pasta in late  The goal is to expand from the initial test markets if revenues and market share exceed
expectations. As I previously referred pizza market has a set of already settled companies that would represent
difficult competition to TruEarth. Furthermore, the ability to market a tasty whole-grain pizza crust and
communicate its benefits will be difficult because the American public perceives whole grains to be less
appetizing than white flour. In Exhibit 2 it is possible to see the methodology used. It helps to visualize our
position because we can aim for this spot by shifting customer perceptions of our brand. Conduct qualitative
and quantitative analysis for the new product. This is where the refrigerated whole grain crust pizza can add
more value: the fact that those pizzas are a healthier alternative for those who love pizza but are worried about
unhealthy carbohydrates is its most important attribute. Proposal A Bundle coupons for pizza with Cucina
Fresca pastas. Should the company launch the new product and what the volume would be? Also, the pizza
market as a whole is highly competitive with huge players that offer low-cost frozen pizza. How does the new
product concept compare with existing alternatives? Pizzeria operators are responding by producing dough
with healthier fats, offering whole wheat pizza crusts, healthier vegetable based toppings and salads.


